Jeep patriot cargurus

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The price i saw online was
the price I wanted to pay, but i did not qualify for the incentives. The price included them.
Otherwise, a good experience. Flew to Atlanta from Colorado to see this car and was not
disappointed. It was a great care and I drove it miles back home without issue. Ali delivered
what he promised and I was very satisfied with the deal. I will come back again on my next
purchase. They never update their inventory. This vehicle always listed as available and when
you call in. The lady always says it's sold. Then an e-mail comes through days later saying it's
available. Was rude on the phone and he actually hung up on me while I was in the middle of
asking him questions. Very nice and courteous. We were done with the meeting and transaction
in about an hour. Very nice car as well. Had to give a star for the input, but WOW! It had a nice
dent in the front quarter, the captain arms on the second-row seats were broken, and the battery
was dead. When Sandi came back with the keys, she told me this was a not a I called to ask
about the Mazda CX-5 since I live a pretty good distance from the dealership and the gentleman
that answered the phone told me that they had customers in the store they were dealing with at
the time. He basically cut me off to the point I finally hung up. My wife and I had a great car
buying experience. The car was exactly as advertised, no surprises! Mohsen was very helpful
often going out of his way to make sure my experience was satisfactory. I would recommend
him to my friends who are in the market. A complete description was provided of the vehicle
outlining the pros and cons. I appreciated the honest assessment. I'm working on scheduling a
viewing and test drive. The dealer returned my calls about the Jeep I asked about and provided
the info I asked for, but someone else bought it before I could. They were super nice. I ended up
not buying from them, but I probably would if they had the right car for the right price. Nice
dealer. They didnt have the car prepped that I was looking at which is a bummer so be prepared.
Carmazen did contact me but my spouse discouraged me from following up with them because
of the vehicles age. The Patriot is the more traditional-looking of Jeep's two debut models for
Released on the heels of its car-based counterpart, the Compass, it displays more of the
squareness that have marked Jeep vehicles over the decades. Although the base model is not
Trail Rated without the addition of optional equipment, the vehicle boasts significant ground
clearance and a considerable suite of safety features. These include ABS, stability control, and
electronic roll mitigation. A properly-equipped Patriot 4x4 will be at ease on the trails, although
the reality is that it is based on a car, the Dodge Caliber, and its steering and suspension are
thusly tuned. This was Jeep's intention, as the Patriot is meant to appeal to those who want a
road car first and a fairly tough trail vehicle for the occasional weekend foray. That said, the
loaded 4x4 is definitely superior to its entry-level sport-ute competition. Its Off-Road options
group adds descent control, low-range gearing, brake-lock differentials, skid plates, tow hooks,
fog lamps, a heavy-duty cooling system, and a full-sized spare tire in addition to a bonus inch of
ground clearance. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Jeep Patriot. Email me price drops and new listings for
these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Read more. Troncalli Chrysler Jeep Dodge Ram.
Paulding Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram. Jeep Patriot Reviews Review. Great in the snow and has all
the bells and whistles. Bluetooth is a little touchy. Overall it had everything I was looking for
and pictures were true to the listing. I love this vehicle. I ended up buying it. There was some
wear and tear but that happens when buying a 10 year old car. Highly recommend. I enjoyed
driving this car. I prefer the manual transmission. My only misgiving was that it was front-wheel
drive, not four-wheel drive. Also, the battery was weak, but that could be because it sat on a lot
without being driven. Why Use CarGurus? Jeep dealers in Atlanta GA. Jeep dealers in
Lawrenceville GA. Jeep dealers in Covington GA. Jeep dealers in Canton GA. Jeep dealers in
Carrollton GA. Jeep dealers in Gainesville GA. Jeep dealers in Rome GA. Jeep dealers in Athens
GA. Jeep dealers in Lagrange GA. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Excellent customer service. Friendly honest and made the grueling car buying
experience much more manageable. Louis took great care of us. Truck is a short bed my
husband is only interested in an 8 ft bed. They did not pressure me. Donovan went out of his
way to show me what was available even though I was not finding what I wanted. He was very
patient. Camalo was super super nice and made the process nice and simple. I got everything I
wanted. The dealership reached out several times. I did buy another car from them. They were

the farthest away from home. They were all friendly, helpful, not pushy and made a fair deal.
They e-mailed me within about 12 hours but they sold the car before I could get there. I was
contacted promptly. Submitted my info including my substantial trade and heard nary a word
since. I would imagine I didn't qualify. I reached out 2 days later and not a response. Eli was
great as well as the manager!!!!!!!!! Absolutely no pressure no problems unbelievably easy
transaction!!!!!!!!!!!!! I requested information online and received a prompt reply the following
day. Although the car I wanted was already sold, the representative provided some additional
options and the sales manager sent a follow-up email. Went to look at a used Kia Cadenza. The
salesman was rather rude and was going to sit and chit chat with the other employees. Then he
had the nerve to beg me drive the car and possibly buy it. I was completely turned off by the
whole episode. I would definitely shop elsewhere. The gal that handled the email
correspondence was very nice, but the man who answered the phone was rude, not helpful and
did not return our call. I would never use this dealer. NEVER responded Stopped by, no
salesman EVER came out I bought a good car at a good price. Prior to picking up the car, the
brakes were done and when I had an AC issue, I brought the car back and they fixed it. They sell
good quality vehicles and stand behind them Highly recommend! The dealer was extremely
accommodating and friendly. Since this was my first time going through the car buying
process, they made the experience smooth and were willing to work with me. The patience
exhibited by the dealer made me feel comfortable during the process. Nice guy. But just a single
guy on a very small lot. So it's possible finding him there might be difficult. Horrible,vehicle had
no price and then they finally figured it out it was sold. A joke.. They never answered any of my
questions about the car via email. The only thing they were interested in was trying to get my
phone number. Which I won't provide. If you want to sell a car the right thing to do is provide
the information the customer requests. I f you don't ,,,I go elsewhere. I'm not going to waste my
time with an unresponsive dealer! The Patriot is the more traditional-looking of Jeep's two
debut models for Released on the heels of its car-based counterpart, the Compass, it displays
more of the squareness that have marked Jeep vehicles over the decades. Although the base
model is not Trail Rated without the addition of optional equipment, the vehicle boasts
significant ground clearance and a considerable suite of safety features. These include ABS,
stability control, and electronic roll mitigation. A properly-equipped Patriot 4x4 will be at ease
on the trails, although the reality is that it is based on a car, the Dodge Caliber, and its steering
and suspension are thusly tuned. This was Jeep's intention, as the Patriot is meant to appeal to
those who want a road car first and a fairly tough trail vehicle for the occasional weekend foray.
That said, the loaded 4x4 is definitely superior to its entry-level sport-ute competition. Its
Off-Road options group adds descent control, low-range gearing, brake-lock differentials, skid
plates, tow hooks, fog lamps, a heavy-duty cooling system, and a full-sized spare tire in addition
to a bonus inch of ground clearance. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Jeep Patriot for
Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Jeep Patriot listings in your area Sea
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CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request Information. Read more. Jeep Patriot Reviews
Review. Great in the snow and has all the bells and whistles. Bluetooth is a little touchy. Overall
it had everything I was looking for and pictures were true to the listing. I love this vehicle. I
ended up buying it. There was some wear and tear but that happens when buying a 10 year old
car. Highly recommend. I enjoyed driving this car. I prefer the manual transmission. My only
misgiving was that it was front-wheel drive, not four-wheel drive. Also, the battery was weak,
but that could be because it sat on a lot without being driven. Why Use CarGurus? Jeep dealers
in Atlanta GA. Jeep dealers in Chicago IL. Jeep dealers in Dallas TX. Jeep dealers in Houston
TX. Jeep dealers in Los Angeles CA. Jeep dealers in Miami FL. Jeep dealers in New York NY.
Jeep dealers in Philadelphia PA. Jeep dealers in Washington DC.

